
WITH VISUAL EXPERIENCES THAT ARE PERSONALIZED, CONNECTED, AND DATA SMART
PREDICT THE FUTURE 
Digital signage experience innovation for vertical industries

Digital signage experiences are everywhere. They are fast becoming a versatile 
and smart medium for a wide spectrum of vertical industries—communicating, 
inspiring, informing, protecting, training, monitoring, and interacting with us. 

Digital signage experiences are fundamental in today’s unified commerce revolution. 
Across a wide spectrum of vertical industries, delivering visually compelling content 
engages end users and fuels business growth. Connecting shoppers to brands and 
retailers, citizens to city services, and patients to healthcare providers is only the 
beginning. With Intel®-based digital signage solutions, software and hardware combine 
to deliver a new age of software-defined digital experiences.

Through Intel-based digital signage solutions, you can streamline the creation 
of feature-rich, interactive, and scalable digital solutions to transform your business, 
reach your customers, and deliver new services.

Intel is driving ecosystem standards and bringing long-standing expertise in 
high-performance technology, security, manageability, and analytics to the 
ecosystem—pushing the boundaries of what’s possible. 
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WHAT CAN VISUAL 
EXPERIENCES DO?

YOUR BEST DIGITAL SIGNAGE 
EXPERIENCES ARE BUILT WITH INTEL 

Bold solutions are creating new value across industries. Here are just a few of the possibilities.
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Digital Signage
Fast, rich-media players for digital signage, interactive kiosks, and 4K 
video walls.

WayPoint* Public Kiosk
CIVIQ’s Intel® processor-based WayPoint* public kiosk features interactive 
screens, security cameras, analytics cameras, video, and Wi-Fi.

Interactive Whiteboards
Experience an education-focused interactive whiteboard based on 
Intel’s OPS+ and Intel® vPro™ technology.

Video Walls
Along with DISE and onActivity, see what you can do with video walls 
and interactive flat panels enabled with Intel® Smart Display Modules.

UNSTOPPABLE ECOSYSTEM INNOVATION

THE INTEL PORTFOLIO FOR VISUAL 
EXPERIENCE INNOVATION

Interact with viewers

Connect to social feeds

Educate and inform

Integrate near-real-time data

Connectivity

Intel’s OPS+
OPS+ brings future proofing for 
display and media player 
designs with up to 8K 
display/video bandwidth, Intel® 
CPU- and Intel® FPGA-based 
flexible designs, plus backward 
compatibility with OPS displays. 

Intel® Smart Display 
Module (Intel® SDM)
See our smallest form factor 
specification yet for the 
thinnest integrated digital 
displays.

Intel Visual Data Device 
Specification  
E-classroom workload 
consolidation for broadcasting, 
recording, and interactive 
whiteboard management. 

Interactive Kiosks
Interactive, customizable self-service kiosk and digital signage solutions 
with Intel vPro technology—for industries including healthcare, retail, 
restaurants, transportation, and business administration.

Explore Intel digital signage solutions 
intel.com/digitalsignage 

http://intel.com/digitalsignage

